
 

Business Challenge 

Michigan Works! offices required regular staff meetings but was re-

stricted by necessary travel between Region 7B’s offices. 

Solution 

Installed Mondopads at each office location, enabling face-to-face, 

interactive meetings and workforce training with multiple locations 

simultaneously via video conference. 

Results 

Meetings become more efficient, enabling frequent communication 

while reducing dependency on travel and travel associated costs 
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SUCCESS STORY 

Michigan Works! connects offices together 

with InFocus Mondopad 

Region 7B offices use video conferencing to hold multi-location 
meetings and broadcast training to multiple locations Region 7B 
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Michigan Works! Region 7B was looking for a presentation tool for their regional offices. They started 

by looking for something that could present the standard Microsoft Office files, like a smart board. 

However, the products they saw lacked a responsive method of annotation. They also lacked video 

conferencing. Employees had no other option than to drive to the offices of the region to give presenta-

tions. For Michigan Works! Region 7B, Mondopad spelled out gains in productivity within the organiza-

tion and with its over 250 partners across the spectrum of education, workforce, health care, public 

safety, economic development, and human services. 

“Without all the travel 

time, our staff meeting 

took one hour instead of 

six.” 

Bob Caillier 

Deputy Director 



“Everyone got the 

same information at 

the same time... We 

were able to have one 

meeting instead of 

meetings at each    

location” 

Jef Walls 

 

The Challenge  
Michigan Works! Region 7B staff meetings were only held every quarter because 

of the travel involved with presenting material to each of the region’s office loca-

tions.  Travel time would significantly add to the time necessary for a presentation. 

By car each branch is at minimum an hour’s drive from each other. Region 7B 

needed a way to present to all its locations at once on a device that could display 

PowerPoint and annotate in real-time.  

The Solution  

Region 7B installed an InFocus Mondopad at each region office, an all-in-one 

touchscreen flat-panel PC with high-definition video collaboration and conferenc-

ing capabilities.  

Having a Mondopad at each Region 7B office enabled staff meetings to be held 

with all six branches at once, ensuring everyone received the same information at 

the same time. 

The Results 

Multi-location video conferencing enables Region 7B to hold more frequent staff 

meetings and reduce dependency on travel. Because of this, communicating 

across Region 7B is much more practical—to the extent that staff meetings can be 

held on a weekly basis. For the workforce of Region 7B, the ability to receive train-

ing and other information from any of the region’s other locations makes more 

services available to the people who need them. 

For more information about Mondopad and other InFocus collaboration solutions go to 

DigitalConferenceRoom.com, call us at (616) 723-0700, or visit our office at 2002 44th St 

SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49508 
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